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Abstract
The growing demand of securing the online trade and digital content bought the digital
watermarking as major tools for protecting copyright, preventing unauthorized
distribution, track back the source, confirming the ownership, authentication and many
more. This paper proposes a new algorithm which shows better resistance against some
common attacks. The SVD-DWT technique is applied here for deconstructing and
reconstructing the image. The secret watermark is embedded into the R band using a
secret key after separating the host image into three respective bands namely R, G and B.
The extracting process is performed by splitting the watermarked image into all the color
channels and then applying further process into R plane. The experimental result shown
in tabular form indicates the better robustness of the proposed algorithm against various
attacks on image.
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1. Introduction
Digital watermarking has many important applications in this time and age due to its
vast spectrum of usages in the field of digital contents over online and offline. Ecommerce and digital intellectual property become very lucrative for intruder and hacker.
As a result copyright protection and authentication of digital contents also become a
priority. Digital watermarking is a technology which is much discussed by the researchers
in this current era of time due to its important security usages in the digital industry.
Some watermark applications used in copyright protection, distribution tracing,
authentication etc. After embedding the watermark in the original image, the
perceptibility of the image should not be distorted. The secret watermark should be
extracted from the modified image for authenticity. There are mainly two methods for
adding a watermark into an image. In one of the method the secret image can be added
into the spatial domain of the original image. In the other approach the transform domain
is used for adding watermark. Though the former method is easy to be processed but has
some limitation in terms of security [1]. The later method has some advantages over the
previous one. The transform domain method is more robust than the spatial domain
approach [2]. This is why the researchers have focused their interest on the transform
domain schemes. In the process of spatial domain technique the pixel of the original
image is modified to embed a watermark. On the other hand in the transform domain
method the secret image is embedded into the transformed coefficients [5]. After
embedding a watermark into an image few things should be present into the new image in
order to be considered as a good watermarked image. The watermark should not be
visible into the original image and the picture is expected to be robust under geometric
and signal processing attack and finally the watermark must be recovered after being
attacked [3]. The robustness of the image is still a major concern against modifications of
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the original image. Many researchers have used various algorithms for embedding and
extracting methods against different attacks on the image. The discrete wavelet
transformation (DWT) based on singular value decomposition (SVD) is one of the
effective method that widely used in watermarking process. There are few transform
domains available for watermarking like DWT, DCT and DFT. In this paper we have
chosen the DWT approach due to its strong resistance against some attacks, mostly high
frequency filter attack and compression [6]. The singular values (SV) of the SVD matrix
have trivial effect on it after some common attack [7]. Therefore due to its better
resistance against some common attack, the SVD method is combined with the DWT in
our proposed algorithm. The result is being measured by using the peak signal noise ratio
(PSNR) and normalized correlation (NC) values with a set of threshold value. The PSNR
is used to compare the similarity between original image and the watermarked image. The
normalized correlation (NC) value is used to compare the original watermark with
extracted watermark by measuring the cosine angle of the two vectors. This paper has
been organized as follows: section I is the background theory of the recognized
techniques used in this paper, section II is the review of related works, section III is the
proposed method used here, section IV is the analysis of the result and section V is the
conclusion.

2. Background Theory
A. Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT)
Discrete wavelet transformation (DWT) is an important tool for analyzing the
frequency domain of an image. It transforms the data vector into four sub-bands (LL, HL,
LH and HH). Each sub-band can be further decomposed using the DWT again until there
is only one coefficient [3]. The watermark is embedded in one of the frequency.
Embedding watermark in different frequency provides different features. For example
embedding watermark in low frequency (LL) shows robustness against image
compression attacks [14].
B. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
To extract the features of an image value as a matrix the SVD method is used [4]. The
SVD decompose a matrix into three matrices. SVD provides robustness in the
watermarking process [14].
A = USVT
In the equation A is a matrix which is decomposed into three different matrixes. S is
the diagonal matrix. Adding information into the diagonal matrix has insignificant effect
on the image.
3. Review of Related Works
Mohamed and Pan proposed to embeds the watermark image into the low-frequency
sub-band (LL3) [11]. They also applied the Error Correction Coding (ECC) techniques
into their algorithm. Shumei et al proposed a technique for combing the space and
transform domain together [12]. Some researchers used Arnold transform along with
DWT-SVD to scramble the image [13].
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4. Proposed Method
A. Algorithm for Embedding Formula
1. The R, G and B planes of original image are separated first. Then the R plane is used
for embedding.
2. DWT-2 is applied on R planes of the host Image and decompose to 4 levels for
finding HL4 band
3. Calculate decomposition error of original image (OIDE)
4. Create a watermark using the following procedure:
a) Set Watermark(1:r,1:c)=0, where r=c
b) Select key(number of non-zero square matrix) where key <=r and
c) Create two Key matrix using key
km1=
km2=

i.
ii.
iii.

Where both matrixes follow the following conditions:
&
<= r for w = 1 to key & i = 1 to 2
α1,1 ≤ α2,1 ≤ α1,2 ≤ α2,2 ≤ α1,3 ≤ α2,3 ≤ .....≤ α1,key-1 ≤
α2,key-1 ≤ α1,key≤ α2,key
β1,1 ≤ β2,1 ≤ β1,2 ≤ β2,2 ≤ β1,3 ≤ β2,3 ≤........≤ β1,key-1 ≤
β2,key-1 ≤ β1,key ≤ β2,key

d) Repeat i =1 to size (km1, 2)
Repeat j=
to
Repeat k=
to
Set
=1
5. SVD technique is applied on watermark image. The equation for embedding is:
HL4wmi = HL4 + V
Where V is the diagonal matrix of watermark image and HL4wmi is watermarked image.
6. Apply inverse DWT-2 to obtain the modified band . Then construct watermarked
image Iwmi using the following equation:
Iwmi = , G, B bands + OIDE
The embedding formula is demonstrated through the figure 1.
B. Algorithm for Extraction Formula
The Host Image and the watermark are extracted applying the following process on the
watermarked image. The extraction procedure is described below:
Split Rwmi, Gwmi and Bwmi planes from the watermarked image Iwmi.
Decompose Rwmi planes four times to obtain HL4awmi band.
Calculate decomposition error of Attacked image (AIDE)
Apply the following equation to get the first pre process watermark (PPw).
PPw = HL4awmi - HL4
5) Apply inverse SVD to get the second pre process watermark (Wfew) using the
following equation:
Wfew =S * PPw * D/
1)
2)
3)
4)
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6) Apply following threshold to get third pre process extracted watermark (Wfew)
Wfew
7) Mapping Wfew to get only square matrixes (number of square matrix in watermark is
equal to key) which is final Extracted watermark.
8) Find Rextract band using the following equation:
Rextband = HL4awmi - Wfew
9)
Apply inverse DWT-2 and use the following equation to get Rextplan plan:
Rextplan = Rextplan +AIDE
10) Reconstruct the extracted image using Rextplan, G and B bands. The extraction formula
is exposed through figure 2.
11) Normalized Correlation is computed between watermark and derived watermark
according to the below equation:
…….. (1)

NC=

Where W is Watermark pattern and Wfew is derived watermark pattern.
12) Pick signal to noise ratio is calculated using the following equation:
…….. (2)

PSNR=
Where f is original image and

is extracted image.

Figure 1. Embedding Procedure

Figure 3. Host, Watermark &
Watermarked Image
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Figure 2. Extraction Procedure

Figure 4. (a) Prewitt, (b) Rotation, (c) Pulling
out, (d) Cropping, (e) High pass
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5. Experiment Result
Performance Evaluation
Noise
PSNR
Gaussian(.01)
59.0014
Gaussian(.02)
54.2381
Gaussian(.03)
39.9823
Motion
39.4771
Sobel
22.0345
Pulling out
26.9062
Rotation (1 degree)
29.9801
JPEG Compression 95 percent
36.1672
Average
53.6721
Prewitt
16.0129
Gaussian High pass
20.9821
Cropping
42.6572

NC
1.0
1.0
0.9998
.9999
0.9987
0.9834
0.9965
0.9003
1.0
.9960
0.9998
0.9961

In our research we use PSNR and NC estimate the excellence of watermarked image
and extracted the correlation between extracted watermark and original watermark where
larger normalized correlation value represent the better robustness of the watermark. We
use 512*512 RGB image as a cover image and use 64*64 matrixes as a watermark image.
We use a key (number of non-zero square matrix) in the watermark. We have seen, after
decomposition some value is increase that we have indicated as decomposition error. Set
threshold values and mapping matrix are very challenging part in the extraction
procedure. In paper , we add watermark into the cover image in the frequency domain
.the table-1 gives PSNR and NC on Gaussian, motion, sobel , pulling out, rotation, JPEG
compression, average, prewitt, Gaussian high pass and cropping attack. After some
attacks (Gaussian, motion and cropping) the watermark has been derived acceptably .For
Gaussian, average and motion attacks, our algorithm has given very good result with very
less visual alteration. The figure-4 exhibit attacked image after various attacks.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have used two dimensional matrixes as a watermark. This paper proposes
DWT and SVD based watermarking algorithm with decomposition error. The result of
this paper shows that the algorithm is good for Gaussian, average and motion attacks
attack with very less distortion. In future experiment we will concentrate on the new
technique to improve the perceptibility of the cover image.
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